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Starting right

Tea at the Porn
Porn Pam's Teahouse
plans to open a new UCF
location - SEE VARIETY, A13

Local Keith Clanton adjusting to
starting role -SEE SPORTS,A9

Union may be more accessible
Proposed project would add actuators
KERRI ANNE RENZULLI

On THursday:
~rt qjves lecture on

fin~inglhe Dead Sea
Sqolls

by Terri Kleckner
Robert Eisenman, who has
studied the history ofthe Scrolls
extensively, talks as part ofa
series of speakers sponsored by
the Judaic studies program.

Editor ofHfqh Ttmes
.comestoUU

by Kim Shelpman
Rick Susick is afeatured speaker
at this week's NORML meeting.

Staff Writer

A proposed project of
almost $28,000 could make
the Student Government
Association and the Office
of Student Involvement
suites in the Student Union
more accessible by adding

handicap actuators to the
doors.
"[OSI] tries to be aware
of all students who attend
UCF," said Chantel Carter,
assistant director of the
Office of Student Involvement. 'We want to be available to provide services for
all students easily and these

lr"'l'!':!':i-•_:\~ifi'r;oj<~;""~=~~~"'i(t~,:!i..,..,;~'7~~"""·:.'i~,~,~=::--~- Aproposal to add
handicap
actuators to the
SGAandOSI
suites in the
Student Union is
under review.

new doors will allow us to
do that"
Toe proposal is currently under review as part of
the UCF Activity and Service Fee budget for the coming fiscal year.
"Thus far everyone I've
PLEASE SEE

CHRISTINA DEPARIS /
CENTRAL FLORIDA
FUTURE

CONSTRUCTION ON A6

STUDENT FEES

Peterson
•
campaign
•
pronuses
revisited

On Frid~:

Global Pers~ives
brings news leaders
by Terri Kleckner
As part of this semester's Global

Perspectives series, news
leaders from print and
television hold a panel
discussion about the media in
transition.

SGA president answers
for promised progress

On Saturday:_

Habitat forHumanity
hosts Shackathon

ASHLEY CARNIFAX

by Caitlin Battersby
Student organizations build
replica houses on Memory Mall
over a 24-hour period to raise
awareness for substandard
housing.

m

Breaking
news on
your cell

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

LOCAL &STATE, A2

MAN CHARGED WITH
CALLING IN BOMB
THREAT TO TV STUDIO
ASt. Petersburg man has been
charged with calling in a bomb
threat at a television studio where
he used to work. The American
Option Network studio was
evacuated Wednesday morning.

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

LEARN THE INS AND
OUTS OF GOING TO A
CAREER EXPO
Career Services is hosting an event
called "Get Noticed: Shine at Career
Expos," that will take place today
from 3 p.m.until 4 p.m.in room
185-CofFerrell Commons.Call
407-823-2361 for more info.

POWERFUL MOVIE
SHOWN AT"MLK
MOVIE KNIGHT"
The Office of Student Involvement,
Along with the Multicultural
Student Center, is hosting a
viewing of the movie American
History Xtoday in the Cape Florida
Ballroom of the Student Union.
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Online News Editor

Every spring during Student
Government Association presidential elections,
candidates
make
promises in the
form of campaign
platforms and year
after year the promises and platforms
fall by the wayside.
The
Central Peterson
Florida Future met
with several SGA members to find
out where they stand on several of
their campaign promises, what
they plan on doing in the remainder of the term and the roadblocks
that have kept some issues from
being addressed.

EMRE KELLY/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

While UCF's fee is the fourth highest in Florida, when it is collected from 53,000 students it adds up to the largest collected amount in the NCAA.

OF SPORTS
AND MONEY

FEES IN FLORIDA
Abreakdown of the per-student
fees at some public universities
in Florida:

FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY
$14.51 per credit hour

UCF collects the most athletic fees in NCAA
CARLOS PINEDA

FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY
$14.30 peraedit hour

Staff Writer

UCF has the largest collection
of student athletic fees in the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association, according to an
online database released by
ESPN Dec. 17.
The database details the
"arms race" college athletics programs go through in order to
earn money for their programs
and the ways in which they
spend it.

UCF students paid a total of
$14,608,022 in fees to the UCF

athletic department over the
course of the 2008-09 year. For
the 2009-10 period, UCF students
paid a $12.68 fee per credit hour.
"The reason we're the largest
is because we have the third
largest enrollment in the country," said David Chambers, execPLEASE SEE

Crime declines
during vacation
Wmter break presents
opportunities for burglaries that aren't available
while school is in session,
but according to the UCF
Police Department, holiday burglaries and theft
are on the decline.
"We know when people go away [criminals]
start breaking into their
homes," said Public Information Officer and Community Relations Supervisor Cpl. James Roop.
"When they come back,
[criminals] start breaking
into cars, so we did a lot of
saturation patrols the last
couple of years and that
number went way, way

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
$12.68 per credit hour
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
$11.76 per credit hour

1

One of the most recent additions to the Student Union is the
Express Print Lab, located next to
Knightstop. Toe lab opened shortly after Thanksgiving break and
more than 2,000 students used it in
its first five days. Brian Peterson,
Student Government Association
student body president, said that
the express lab has been very successful so far, mainly because it
provides a quick alternative to the
computer lab on the second floor.

(-USA ON A3

PLEASE SEE

GOALS ON A4

Group helped Haiti pre-quake
Students return days
before earthquake hit
JENNIFER ROSS

KATIE KUSTURA
Contributing Writer

UNIVERSITY OF WEST FLORIDA
$14.22 per credit hour

'Expand free printing to many more labs
on campus'

"We know when
people go away
[criminals] start
breaking into their
home. When they
come back, [criminals]
start breaking into
cars .•."
- CPL.JAMES ROOP
PUBLIC INFORMATION OFFICER AND
COMMUNITY RELATIONS SUPERVISOR

down."
Roop said that home
and auto burglaries typically decrease when students leave during the holidays because even though
PLEASE SEE

SECURITY ON A9

StaffWriter

Andrew Ivey returned
from Haiti the Friday
before an earthquake
devastated the country
last Tuesday.
"I was there in Portau-Prince," he said. "I
was meeting these people and shaking their
hands."
Ivey; a junior majoring
in environmentai engineering, spent two and a
half weeks in the country
with Engineers Without
Borders, a nonprofit
humanitarian organization that has had a UCF
chapter since 2007.
He was part of a team
oflO people - including

COURTESY OF JAMES CRAWFORD

Engineers Without Borders at UCF went on a trip to Haiti and taught people
how to operate the biosand filters and composting latrines.

seven engineering students, two micro &
molecular biology students and a project manager from Essex Engineering
Corporation
based in Atlanta - who
traveled to Mare Brignol,
a village populated by

roughly 10,000 people in
southeast Haiti, to install
biosand filters and composting latrines that will
help decrease the incidents of waterborne illnesses in the area
PLEASE SEE

QUAKE ON A8

A2
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News and notices for
the UCF community

Get ready for career expos
Career Services is hosting an event called "Get
Noticed: Shine at Career
Expos," that will take place
today from 3 p.m. until 4
p.m. in room 185-C of Ferrell Commons.
You can discover what
employers expect from students before, during and
after a career fair, including
how to research employers,
what to wear.
Call 407-823-2361 for
more information.

Watch a movie, learn lessons
The Office of Student
Involvement, along with
the Multicultural Student
Center, is hosting a viewing
of the movie American
History X today in the
Cape Florida Room of the
Student Union.
The event will start at 8
p.m. and go until 10 p.m.
Call 407-823-0401 for
more information.

Watch the SGA in action
The Student Government Association Senate
will be meeting Thursday
in the Key West Ballroom
of the Student Union at 7
p.m.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headl.ines

iyou may have missed

Man charged with calling in
bomb threat to TV studio
ST. PETERSBURG A St. Petersburg man has
been charged with calling
in a bomb threat at a television studio where he
used to work.
·
The American Option
Network studio was evacuated Wednesday morning after called in a bomb
threat. Police say all
employees were evacuated and police traced the
call to a former employee,
48-year-old Jeoffrey Bristow.
Police say he admitted
to making the call. He
was arrested and charged
with threatening to discharge a destructive
device. He's being held at
the Pinellas County Jail
with bail set at $10,000.
Bristow was a former
studio employee who had
recently been let go.
Bristow did not have a
listed phone number. It
was not immediately
clear if he had an attorney.

Alumnus goes from
black and gold to blue

The Student Newspaper at IKF since 1968

January 21, 2010
Vol 42, Issue 4 • 18 ~
-- r

LEA ANNE CRITTENDEN
Contributing Writer

UCF
alumnus
Richard
Cravens Jr. is living out his dream
of entertaining.
He's doing it right here in
Orlando, working for the Blue
Man Group.
It took Cravens three attempts
at choosing a major until he
stumbled into psychology. First
he tried a music degree. He was
in many ensembles and the UCF
Marching Knights band.
"I had a lot of good times with
the Marching Knights, but I
decided that I could pursue
music without a music degree,"
Cravens said.
While taking business classes,
Cravens took his first psychology
course and fell in love with it. He
decided to change his major to
psychology. After graduating
from UCF in the spring of 1994,
he went to graduate school at the
University of Florida to continue
studying psychology. ·
''What I originally thought I
would do with my degree is teach
on a collegiate level, maybe get
my doctorate in research methods or something like that,"
Cravens said.
He dropped out of UF
because he had a full schedule
being a student performer for
Disney, playing in the UF Gator
band and working a full-time job
as a musician with Disney.
Now Cravens works as a Blue
Man and is also a percussion
instructor at West Orange High
School
His Blue Man training took
three months in New York. He
said the training wasn't just
learning the show but learning
the character and how to take off
layers instead of adding layers.
"I'm basically stripping away
the things that make me
Richard,'' Cravens said.
''We talk about the concept of ego, those
insecurities
and
those prejudices
that go along with
the
everyday
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Richard Cravens Jr., right,a member of the Blue Man Group, graduated from UCF in 1994.

mask of a person in society. Being
a Blue Man is about taking that
mask oft and I think that concept
is hardest to grasp for people
who are training to become Blue
Men. the idea of leaving everything else behind.''
Cravens said motivation is not
something that is necessary for
him to keep performing every
night. He said that Blue Man
Group is not like theater production where the same lines are
delivered every night; instead, it
involves a lot of improvisation.
What happens on stage depends
on the performers that are on
stage that night, he said. The
audience never sees the same
showtwice.
"It's an unscripted, scripted
show," said Joe Chabus, a public
relations representative for Blue
Man Group.
"My favorite part of being a
Blue Man is having the power
that the musical

pieces bring to the show,''
Cravens said. "Seeing how the
music transforms people in the
audience. The jQurney the audience takes and the uncertainty
and unknowing of what will happen at the show that night."
Cravens said he likes the idea
of being in a show that doesn't
travel so that he can go home to
bis family every night.
"I get to bring back what [the
Blue Man Group] do to Orlando,''
he said.
Beyond the physical and mental stress of his job, Cravens said
he sees himself remaining in the
entertainment industry.
"I am always going to be a performer and when I'm done performing, I am going to be teaching," he said.
Blue Man Group was created
in 1988 by three friends named
Chris Wmk, Matt Goldman and
Phil Stanton. Their certifiedGold debut album, Audio, was
nominated for a Grammy in 1999,
according to Chabus. Blue Man
Group has been involved in such
projects like the animated
movie Robots, Space
Chimps and TV shows
such as Arrested Development, The Simpsons
and Scrubs.
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LET US KNOW
The Future is working
to compile information
about organizations and
events in the UCF community for our calendar on
UCFNews.com and the
Around Campus section of
the paper.
If you know of any
information you or your
organization would like us
to include, send an e-mail
to Events.CFF@gmail.com

LOCAL WEATHER
TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:
40 percent chance of rain.

SCATTERED South southwest wind around 22
T-STORMS mph.

High:83°
Low:65°

I

Tonight: Storms into the evening.
Southwest wind around 13 mph.

J:C :.l:?IIRfJ

I Custom Screen Printing
Check out our Oassifieds,

•
•
•
•

: and Embroidery
I -Clubs
-Organizations
-Greeks
Contact: Jeff Carbone
581.789.1238 • Jaff@jcprlnts.com

www.lcarlats.com

~ TANIA MARTINS
! ,.. SALON ENCLAVE
1

Full Head Highlights HairCot & Partial Higbligbts,
HairCot &BlowDry BlowDry HairCot &BlowDry
From $65
From $30
From $55
.\'11t applicabl<· nith anJ 11/ha ,paial<. I a/id until 3 I Ill
~,·,· n ,•h,it,· for additimial inforn1atiou and 'l'<"ciak

112 WMitchell Hammock Rd, Oviedo, FL 32762 "
Comer of Alafaya/Mltchell Hammock Rd in the Albemo1(hopping Plaza

407 .110.70RR www.hairhvfrlnia .rnm

High:76°
Low:56°

Saturday
PARTLY CLOUDY

High:74°
Low:61°

One free copy of the Central Florida Future
permitted per issue. If available, additional
copies may be purchased from our office with
prior approval fur $1 each. Newspapertheft
is aaime. Violators may be subject to civil
and criminal prosecution and/or
University discipline.
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C-USA gives $2 mil. Heating burns up energy
FROM

Al

utive associate athletic director
at UCF. ''The biggest thing is to
look at the individual student."
The large amount of money
comes from such a large number of students paying an otherwise normal fee.
When looking at just the
per-individual fee among other
public universities in the state,
UCF is the fourth behind Florida Atlantic University with
$14.30 per credit hour, the University of West Florida with
$14.22 per credit hour, Florida
International University with
$14.51 per credit and ahead of
the University of South Florida.
which charged $11.76 per credit
hour.
Both FIU and USF charge a
$10 flat per-student fee per term
in addition to their per credit
fee.
Comparing UCF to other
institutions with high enrollment shows the most noticeable difference in how athletic
programs are run.
Institutions like Ohio State,
Arizona State, Penn State, Texas
and Michigan State have football teams with large, dedicated
followings that have other ways
of earning money.
''It is not a fair comparison to
compare UCF to Texas, Florida
or Ohio State," Brad Stricklin,
associate athletics director and
chief financial officer at UCF,
said. "They have a much more
established
alumni base.
They're wealthier because they
have the legacies."
College football has become
a billion dollar business evident
of the television deal the Southeastern Conference signed with
ESPN and CBS in 2008. According to the Sports Business Journal, the deal is worth $225 billion over a 15-year period.
''When you look at baseline
level, in order to be competitive
and run a Division I program,
there is funding and the
resources that are necessary in
order to compete," Chambers
said. "Because we lack the conference distribution that the
BCS schools get, student fee

funding is critical for us. It
keeps us in the game. It gives us
the ability to have a future in
college athletics at the highest
level"
Chambers said student fees
are the lifeblood for UCF Athletics. Without the aid of student fees, the Knights could be
competing at the I-AA or Division II level
This year, C-USA distributed
roughly $2 million among its
members, while the Big East
distributed roughly $6 million
and the ACC allocated about $8
million, according to Stricklin.
The Big Ten and the SEC are
on a different lucrative level,
ranging from $12-18 million.
Both have network deals and
each school in the SEC could
get as much as $15 million a
year.
Chambers said that without
fees, the athletics department
would run on a $15 million
budget and break even, hoping
to make the tournament once
every 10 years.
Chambers said that the large
number of students who attend
UCF helps the athletics department benefit from the money
received and still be at competitive level with other "nonBCS" schools.
The student fees go toward
funding student-athletes' scholarships and athletic operations.
Chambers said that none of the
money goes toward salaries or
paying off debt.
'We look at our budget, we
look at how much are scholarships, how much are support
operations," Chambers said.
The 2.5 percent increase that
athletics asked for recently was
to keep in-line with the increase
in the cost of living, Stricklin
said.
Chambers added that the
athletic department is hoping to
get to a point where it can keep
the athletic fee a constant
amount and eventually reduce
the fee as the program grows.
"I can envision that at some
point," Chambers said about
lowering the fees. "But right
now we're just trying to keep up
and stay competitive."

LINDSAY BURY
Contributing Writer

Students faced frigid temperatures in the 20s and 30s during
the first week of classes this
semesteL
The chilly temperatures had
heaters turned on in classrooms
across campus for long periods
of time.
According to David Norvell,
director of Sustainability and
Energy Management, all the
buildings at UCF are controlled
by computers inside each building. The computers are constantly monitoring the temperatures that are inside the building
versus outside.
"Heating buildings at UCF is
much more energy-intensive
than using air conditioning," he
said. 'We have what is called set
points in place, so when the temperature deviates from the set
point it either brings on the heat
or the cold inside the building."
According to an article published in the St. Petersburg Times
on Jan. 9, it takes more energy to
heat a house in the wintertime
than it does to cool the home.
For example, when the temperature is 30 degrees outside and a
home is heated at 70 degrees,
there must be enough energy to
compensate for the 40-degree
change in temperature.
Therefore, heating buildings
on the UCF campus will cost the
university more this month than
if the air conditioning were running.
Norvell said the policy that is
used by Sustainability and Energy Management, the Energy Sustainability Policy, shows the
a~al set points that are put in
and are used on campus.
Using the Energy Sustainability process helps to curtail the
energy consumption on campus.
Depending on the temperature
inside each building determines
if heat needs to be utilized and
sometimes beyond the set points
that are in place.
"For example, if the Arena
was completely full of people
then we would not have to run
the heat because the building is

GEORGE OEHL / CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Heating buildings at UCF is more energy-intensive than using air conditioning according to Dave
Norvell, director of Sustainability and Energy Management.
'

being heated by the people,"
Norvell said. "It's when the
building is empty and it's cold
outside is when it becomes
intensive on running a lot of
heat."
The Heating Ventilation and
Air Conditioning department is
responsible for maintaining the
air conditioning systems on
campus.
"Our major problem this year
is that these buildings were
designed for certain outside air
temperatures and in a lot of
cases, it's 37 degrees and during
this winter, temperatures have
been around 20 degrees and
these buildings just aren't
designed for such low temperatures," said John Siler, assistant
director ofHVAC.
The way most of the buildings are heated at UCF is by
using electric strip heat, which is
used in most kitchen ovens.
Electric heat uses a heating ele-

ment that glows red.
''.A school up north would use
a lot more heat and also use a hot
water heating system as opposed
to electric strip heat," Norvell
said. "The problem with using
hot water as a heating system is
that it costs a lot more to put in
initially and maintain."
The cost ratio is weighted
when determining which heating or air system goes into the
buildings.
The Physical Science building is the only LEED gold building on campus, which uses the
hot water heating system
because it hosts a laboratory
inside.
In laboratory buildings, the
use of re-circulating air is not
allowed. All of the air is brandnew air from outside because of
the dangers of a possible chemical spill in the laboratory.
Therefore, the air is constantly being flushed out.
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Goals for library, Greek housing not yet met
FROM

form was to provide traditional SGA services and
events, such as printing and
Scantrons, to the other campuses.
'We're working currently
to help remodel their OSIequivalent [at Rosen] so student organizations have a
conference table where they
can have meetings now that
wasn't available before and
we've worked to make it
more student-friendly to
RSOs who work over there:'
said Michael Kilbride, SGA
chief of operations. 'We're
evaluating other things like
printing services and stuff
like that, but they require
more logistics and monetary
commitment so we are still
researching what other services we can bring.''
SGA has also added a
third regional coordinator
for the South Lake area,
meaning that each of the
regional campuses has a liaison with the executive
branch.
'We're working on
expanding our outreach to
regional campuses in terms
of executive cabinet so they
are getting representation,"
Lewis said
Kilbridealsosaidthatthe
typical regional campus student is a nontraditional student, so many of the social
functions that SGA sponsors

Al

Work with the University for
study days before finals'
UCF is the only one ofthe
three major Florida universities without built-in study
days between the end of
classes and the start of
exams. The University of
Florida and Florida State
University each have two
study days at the end of the
semester.
The major problem in the
short-term is that the University- Calendar Committee
approves the university- calendar three or four years in
advance.
'We have been talking to
them and there has been
positive feedback in terms of
getting it into the 2012-2013
calendar:' said Andrick
Lewis, SGA student body
vice president. "They are
looking into adding one
study day between classes
ending and fmals so that students have an extra day to

study:'

'Expand SGA services at Rosen
and Regional Campuses'
Because of their geographical locations, the
Rosen and Regional campuses have often been an afterthought in the past when it
comes to SGA services. Part
of Peterson and Lewis's plat-

are different outside of the
main campus.

"They do a lot more outreach programming that is
more specific to the nontraditional types of students
that are attending those campuses;' he said ''.A lot of the
students at our regional campuses have families so they
program more to those students. It is a little different
than our SGA approach is
here on this campus:'

'More grad student representation in Student Government'
The graduate affairs
specialist, Taylor Lochrane,
events
organized two
catered to graduate students
in the fall, Peterson said
''He meets with them, he
has open communication
with most of the grad students here on campus, letting them know that we are
available to come talk to,"
Peterson said "The grad
socials have gone really
well"
Kilbride said that the
events are a good chance for
students to get to know each
other better.
"The feedback's been
great:' he said'½!: Gradtober
Fest there were 125 grad students who came out with
their kids and families. It was
really a great opportunity' for
them to meet people outside

of their
[department]
because grad students are
more focused in their programs, so this was a great
way for them to get to know
each other."

'Increase the amount of affordable Greek housing'
Peterson said that, while
their administration supports the expansion of Greek
Park, they are not sure how
they can approach the issue.
'We are going to be advocating for it, at this point
we're just not sure how we're
going to go about doing that,"
Peterson said. "It certainly
won't happen during our
time. We will be able to
maybe lay the groundwork
for it and let the administration know that we want it to
occur so that they can begin
preparation for it. But we
certainly won't see any buildings go up over there:'
Peterson said that Greek
Park 2, which would be
located across from the
Sigma Chi house, is still part
of the university's master
plan, but the timeframe is
uncertain
There has also been talk
of building two additional
Greek houses on the old Pike
lot. They would be smaller
than the traditional Greek
Row houses, but it would
allow two more Greek

organizations to move to
campus, Peterson said

'Increase the hours of the UCF
Library as well as bring more
study spaces to campus'
One of the major roadblocks in their platform,
along with Greek housing, is
trying to keep the Library
open longer.
Lewis explained that the
Library's budget makes it difficult to stay operational any
later than they already do.
"It is hard for them to
open up the whole semester
for 24 hours," Lewis said
"They have opened up
extended hours during
midterm time, or typical
midterm time and extended
hours during finals. We don't
directly affect the hbrary but
we do meet with them and
work with them It is hard for
them to expand beyond
[their normal hours] but we
have worked with them to
expand midterm and final
hours."
SGA might not be able to
change the Library's budget
to keep it open, but they do
provide money to other
parts of the schooL including
the Student Union.
Study Union, which is in
its third semester, helps students by providing 24-hour
study space in the Union
during finals week, adding

Wiclespr ad Panic (2 Nights) • Gov't Mule • Derek Tr cks & Susan Tedeschi Band
Bob Weir, Rob Wasserman, & Jay Lane are Scaring The Children • Stephen Stills
The Black Keys • Dr. John • Hot Tuna Electric • 7 Walkers feat. Bill Kreutzmann & Papa Mali
JJ Grey and Mofro • Johnny Winter • George Clinton & Parliament Funlcaclelic
The Funky Meters • The Wailers • Sharon Jones & The Dap-Kings
North Mississippi Allstars • A Family Affair with Ivan Neville's Dumpstapbank (perfonnmi sty, ne family Stone)
Jaimoe's Jasssz Band • Chuck Leavell with The Randall Bramblett Band • Particle
.
Oteil and Kofi Burbridge with the Lee Boys • Col. Bruce Hampton • Devon Allman's'Hone~ribe
Scrapomatic • Bobby Lee Rodgers Trio • Bonobos Conve~

study spaces.

'Ensure the gym expansion
is done right It's your
money, let's buy what you
want'

...

Peterson met with
James Wtlkening, the
director of the Recreation and Wellness Center, Tuesday morning to
finalize plans to allow
students to try out new
gym equipment before
the gym expansion is
complete.
''They're going to
have vendors coxhe out
... and have sampling
pieces of equipllj.ent for
students to c01p.e out
and try, whe~r you
want an iPod hookup or
a TV screen or whatever
kind of bells and whistles you want on there,"
Peterson said "Students
will be able to try it out
at the RWC ... ahd give
feedback to the RWC on
which ones students
like, so that we can get
the right kind of equipment in there that students want to see:•

•
t

'Involve students in creating campus traditions th~t
wmlast'
Steven Harowitz, e

'to

SGA director of stu ent
life, has been wor1cing
with Peterson, Lewis
and Kilbride in ~stablishing
connections
within the athletics
department in hopes of
helping ideas flow
between the two agencies.
''I think the ker component has been Brian
and Andrick have been
good at building relationships with folks in
athletics and it's not
going to be something
that happens in one year,
but it is continuing to
foster better relations
between student government and between
athletics so as these
ideas come up, we have
an open forum of communication," Kilbride
said
Along with the new
football entrance song
and a more hands-on
approach to tailgating,
SGA is working on new
traditions with the basketball games.
"They are doing a
campus rivalries, where
RSOs, student groups
and Greek teams can
come during the basketball halftime show and
do tug of war competitions and different
things to get students tQ
go into the basketball
games;• Kilbride said

•
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11651 University Boulevard
407-513-9000
www.residenceinn.com/mcore

In this tough economy, we all have to save money when we can.
Don't be tricke.d into paying for writing services.

• 99 Fully Equipped Suites
•Complimentary Full Breakfast Buffet
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The University Writing Center is free to all UCF students
because it's paid for by your ruition. Do your paper and
your wallet a favor. "When you need writing help,
come to the University Writing Center.

Lcx:ated in MOD 8-608

Because writers need readers.
http://uwc.cah.ucfedu

407-823-2197
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•Complimentary Social Hour
M--TH 6.<lOpm •7:30pm

•Daily Housekeeping Service
•Outdoor Pool, Jacuzzi &Sportscourt
•High Speed Internet Access
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Construction would take place in late August
FROM

Al

spoken to about the idea for
the handicap actuators on
the office doors has been on
board and really supportive," Carter said "I believe it
will be approved as this is
something people have
been thinking about and
recognize as a good idea''
If the proposal is
approved, modifications
will be made to the
entrances of both suites as
four handicap actuators are
installed on the inside and
outside of each set of double doors. These doors will
be similar to existing ones
on the first floor of the Student Union.
Installing the handicap
actuators will cost $15,750,
according to contractor
PPI/Charles Perry Construction, who also built the
first Recreation and Wellness Center.
Due to fire code regulations added since the building was constructed in 1997,
the sprinkler heads above
the doors will have to be
replaced with ''wash down"
sprinkler heads, which rest
directly above the doors to
spray them with .water in
case of a fire.
The additional plumbing
and the 6 to 8 inches of dry
wall soffit that will enclose
it bring the total for the proposed project up to $27,650.
Construction on the
project will last two weeks.
"The target date for
when construction will
happen, if it is approved, is
during the two-week break
in August when summer
sessions have ended but the
fall term hasn't started and
no one is here," said Rick
Falco, associate director of
the Student Union.
The need for handicap·
actuators on the doors was
recognized more than 10
months ago by Carter and
then brought to her attention again in late November

'Thus far
everyone I've
spoken to about
the idea for the
handicap
actuators on the
office doors has
been on board
and really
supportive.'
- CHANTEL CARTER

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF THE OFFICE
OF STUDENT INVOLVEMENT

by Michael Freeman, a
training coordinator at the
Office of Diversity Initia-

tives.
"I'm glad the issue is
being addressed," Freeman
said "Before, students with
guide dogs, crutches or
wheelchairs couldn't get
into the Student Government office or the Office of
Student Involvement without difficulty. They had to
wait for someone to notice
them standing there and
help them. Offices that were
supposed to be for all students were actually excluding some students because
they were hard to access."
The handicap actuators
should diminish accessibility problems in the Student
Union and help out in
another way.
''The doors can be used
for other things as well,"
Falco said ''They help with
deliveries. It's a lot easier to
just hit the button and have
the doors magically open
than have to wait for someone to hold the doors open
when you're delivering
heavy packages. SGA and
OSI get lots of deliveries. It
also helps people who just
don't feel like opening the
doors."
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-CHRISTINA DEPARIS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Because of the lack of actuators at the entrances of the SGA and OSI office suites, handicapped students have limited access to services located inside the Student Union.
t
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UNIFYING THEME
SPRING COMPETITIONS
THE OFFICE OF UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES presents
Unifying Theme Spring 2010 Competitions! Scholarships
up to $500 will be awarded to the undergraduate winners
of each competition. For more details, please visit
www.ut.ucf.edu.

MeStories: The Downstream Effect
MeStories is a digital film competition and showcas
for UCF undergraduates to express their ideas through
narrative short films. Final deadline for applications
and concepts is Friday, January 29, 2010.
www.mestories.ucf.edu
Writing Competition
The Unifying Theme Writing Competition is now
accepting original student compositions. Poetry, short
stories, and non-fiction (essays) from UCF undergrads are
eligible to enter the competition. Compositions must be
submitted by Monday, February 22, 2010.
www.ut.ucf.edu/competitions/writing/

,

Student-Juried Art Exhibition
(March 4-12, Psychology Building Atrium) Work will be
judged in two categories (undergraduates and faculty/
staff) and will be judged on creative interpretation of the
theme and for technical merit. The competition is open
to traditional and non-traditional media. Submissions are
due Monday, March 1, 2010.
www.ut.ucf.edu/competitions/art/

•

•
•

Music Competition
The Unifying Theme Music Competition is now accepting
original student compositions. Entrants are asked to
compose a piece for acoustic instruments between 3 and
6 minutes. Final submissions should be engraved using
music notation software. Submissions are due Monday,
March 1, 2010.
www.ut.ucf.edu/competitions/music/

UNIFYING THEME
Our Planet. Our Education. Our Future.
"
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Quake prompts relief efforts by UCF groups
FRO

The five biosand filters
the team built were
installed in two schools
and three homes and can
hold enough clean water
for up to 75 people,
according to Ivey.
The filter contains a
layer of living bacteria
that consumes the harmful microbes in the water
and starves them out as
they travel through sand.
The people living in
Mare Brignol get most of
their water from rain, Ivey
said. Many homes have
gutters made of bamboo,
wood or tin installed adjacent to the roof that funnels rain water into a
basin. That water is the
only water people have
access to besides a spring
that takes about two and a
half hours to get to on
foot.
James Crawford. a senior environmental engineering major and EWB
project manager, said the
team who went to Haiti
taught people how to
operate the biosand filters
and composting latrines
(facilities that consolidate
human waste into compost that can fertilize
crops) themselves to create sustainability.
'We tried to introduce
the education through
technology," he said.
"We're not just giving
things away."
Crawford, co-founder
of EWB at UCF, s~d this
most recent trip was actually the fourth trip the
organization has made to
Haiti and this project is
part of a pilot project the
students have been planning and organizing for
over a year.
He said EWB would
still like to build a raincatcher system that would
help the people of Mare
Brignol store their water
in a large concrete tank in
addition to installing

Relief and Bid
A massive interational aid effort is in full
swing to help Haiti after last week's quake.
f

• Field hospital
Medic,al facility
• Distribution site

t

@2010MCT
Source: AP, The Miami Herald, Reuters, AeliefWeb
Graphic: Judy Treible, Lee Hultel'}g
more biosand filters and
composting latrines.
Asaph Mauck, president of EWB, said the
organization had pl;ms to
accomplish some of those
things on another trip in
May, but the impact the
earthquake had on Mare
Brignol is still unknown.
"There's lots of logistical things that need to be
established before we can
really say for sure
whether we're going to -be
able to go or not," he said.
Mauck, a junior civil
and environmental engineering major, said the
Haitian translators the
team has been working
with survived the earthquake, but the status of
the filter factory they buy
the biosand filters from is
still unknown.

''At Rollins
I discovered
my love for
teaching.''
Learn methods to make you a
superior teacher. Study with expert
Rollins College faculty in afternoon
or evening classes. Scholarships are
available for qualified individuals.

According to Ivey, the
factory, Pure Water for
Haiti, is located in the
nation's capital, Port-auPrince, just 10 miles from
the epicenter of the
earthquake.
"We don't know if
they're going t<;> be able to
supply us the filters [in
the future] an1, if not, for
how long," he said. "We
don't even know if they're
alive."
While the members of
EWB attempt to determine whether_qr not they
can return to FJaiti in the
next few months, they are
organizing several more
immediate relief efforts
for the country.,
On Tuesday and
Wednesday thej organization tabled out!tide of the
Student Uniod from 11
am. to 2 p.m. aj.d accepted donations for Health
Education Relief Organization, a non-gQ'vernmental organization)EWB has
partnered wi~· for their
project. HERO will take
relief supplies o Jacmel,
the second largt·st city in
Haiti, next wee
EWB is also osting a
SK run at UCF ~pril 18 at
8 am. Accordin to Ivey,
part of the pro .eeds the
organization rectives will
fund relief effort and the
rest will continue to fund
their long-term iievelopment goals in Haiti. The
cost to participate is $25.
''We're going tb open it
up to the Orlanfo com-

•
(

•

~·
COURTESYOF JAMES CRAWFORD

Students in the UCF chapter of Engineers Without Borders do not know if their efforts in Haiti were undone by the
earthquake that hit last Tuesday. They have more events planned in the future to fund relief efforts.

munity at large, but we
are really hoping to see a
lot of UCF students
there," he said.
Dr. Kevin Meehan,
EWB's faculty adviser
and director of UCF's
Haitian Studies project,
is working with Club
Kreyol and the Hispanic
American Student Association to organize a benefit concert that would
take place in front of the
Student Union sometime
next month.
Many registered student organizations and
academic departments at
UCF have been coming
together to organize
fundraisers and pool

their resources to send cans, Volunteer UCF,
large donations to vari- Club Kreyol and several
ous humanitarian organi- other RSOs together to
zations.
begin planning benefit
Fedorah Philippeaux, events and fundraisers
a sophomore pre-med, that will make donations
engineering and political to Oxfam, Doctors Withscience major, sent e- out Borders or Yele Haiti.
mails to several departCAB and VUCF will
ment chairs the day after host the first of the benethe
earthquake
hit fit events, titled Club
explaining that she want- CAB for a Cause: Operaed to rally as many RSOs tion Haiti Help Out, from
as possible to combine 8 p.m. to 11 p.m. in the
their relief efforts.
Pegasus Ballroom on Jan.
In a meeting with the 27.
Campus Activities Board
Philippeaux said it
on Tuesday, Philippeaux will be "a night of Haitwas able to help bring ian showcase" and donanumerous Greek organi- tions will be taken at the
zations, College Democ- door.
rats, College Republi-

•
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• Master of Arts in Teaching:
Elementary Education
• Master of Education:
Elementary Education
• Florida Teacher Certification
and Recertification
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Wednesday. January 27

6p.m.

.

RSVP: 407-646-1568
rollins.edu/holt
rcordray@rollins.edu
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;ecurity improvements limit crime over break
Al
IJ

ll

ninals know burglarg homes may now be
ier, they also know
t many students take
x most valuable items
k home with them.
-Ie also noted that
st of the crimes that
~ place during vacat periods are not comted by students.
rhis most recent winbreak brought what
>p described as "a rare
urrence." Of the inciLts reported to the
F Police Department
ween Dec. 15, 2009
. Jan 10, 2010, approxi:ely 17 percent were
.ding machine robies.
We haven't had this in
mg time," said Roop.
ckily, two people are
!ady in jail and we're
,king on making sure
(re prosecuted to the
extent."
\lthough the recent
1 of vending machine
beries caught the UCF
ice Department off
rd, they have not lost
1t of the bigger picture
'>rotecting students.
1loop said that in
'ent years the UCF
ice Department has
\e a major concentrat on campus-affiliated
tsing, such as Pegasus
Lding and Pegasus
hte.
'The Landings and the
nte have put major
ney into those areas,"
I Roop. "There are
xds out there 24
trs; there are cameras
. fences out·there that
p the saturation conloop added that the
urity gates have
1Ted as one of the
gest deterrents for
ential
burglars
ause a burglar is much
, apt to attempt to bur-

glarize a residence within
a gated community when
they could travel a few
hundred feet down the
road to one that isn't.
According to the UCF
Police Department's public log, from Dec. 15, 2009
to Jan 10, 2010, there were
only two reported burglaries, both at the Towers
on campus.
Though that is one
more burglary than during the 2007 to 2008 winter vacation period, there
was no increase in grand
theft and there were only
three cases of petit theft,
in comparison with the
eight that happened in
the 2007 to 2008 winter
vacation period.
There were no reported auto burglaries during
the most recent winter
vacation.
Students at UCF,
whether they live on or
off campus, have taken
notice of the recent
improvements to security.
Angie Esparza, a junior elementary education
major and three-year resident of Pegasus Landing,
said she is satisfied with
the increase in security
measures at her complex.
Esparza said that having
the UCF police and her
complex's security personnel to patrol the area
make her feel better
about her safety.
In spite of increased
security, Pegasus Landing
and Pegasus Pointe can't
seem to shake the reputation of being some of
least safe apartment complexes within the area.
Fred Pryor, a senior
cinema studies major
who lived in the Academic Village during his
freshman year, is wellaware of the types of incidents that took place at
the complexes.
"You were pretty

much guaranteed, if it
was after midnight, to see
cop lights in one of the
Pegasus [complexes],"
Pryor said.
Even though the UCF
police will continue to do
theix best to clean up
crime in theix jurisdiction
and within the community at large, there are
important moves that
students can make to
ensure that they, and
theix belongings, are protected.
Roop said that one of
his biggest pieces of
advice is to purchase
renter's
insurance
because it isn't expensive
and can save students
and theix families a lot of
money if something happens in their residence.
Tim Hulse, a senior
chemistry major, said he
would second that notion
because of his own experience in college apartments during his freshman year.
Hulse lived in University House, now known
as Campus Crossings,
during his freshman year.
His apartment was
robbed sometime during
the Thanksgiving break
in 2006. He and his roommates lost many of theix
electronics.
"Luckily I had renter's
insurance," Hulse said.
"That covered most of
what was taken."
Roop also advised that
students do not bring
unnecessary and expensive electronics with
them, but if they must,
they should take them
home for the holidays
and make sure their residence is securely locked.
Students should also
make it a point not to disclose to many individuals
theix plans for the holidays, such as where they
are going and how long
they will be gone.

UCF SAFETY TIPS
Remember: Acriminal looks for the opportunity to commit a crime. Awareness, prevention,and prudent decisions lessen
the chances of a crime occurring.
AT HOME:
• Keep doors locked at all times, even if you are only away for a few moments. Do not"prop open" doors in the residence
halls.
• Be assertive,md demand that any unwanted person in our residence leave, or leave yourself.Anyone who refuses to
leave is a trespasser. If you live in a residence hall call police.
• Make sure hallways, entrances, garages,and ground are well lit Leave porch lights on all night.When you expect to
return after dark, leave an interior light on with shades drawn. If you live on campus, report any malfunctioning light at
(407) 823 - 5IB.

• Know who is at your door before you open it. Campus staff carry identification,and no solicitors are allowed on campus.
If you live off campus, install a peephole in your front.door.
• Make calls for strangers, who wantto use your phone. Don't open your door or letthem in.
• List initials and last name only on your mailbox or door and in the telephone book.
·Getto know your neighbors. Ifyou live off campus,join a neighborhood watch system and share infonnation on
suspicious circumstances.
AWAY FROM HOME:
•Walk or jog with afriend.Avoid jogging after dark. Ifyou must,stay in well-lit areas, walk midpoint between curbs and
buildings and away from alleys and bushes.
•Tell someone where are you going and when you will return.
• Don't fight back if your purse or wallet is snatched.Tum it over to the thief rather than risk personal injury,and call the
police immediately.
• Be careful about when and where you patronize Automatic Teller Machines (ATM).Accessing ATM cash in remote
locations, particularly afternightfall,could expose you to risk of robbery and personal injury.
• Avoid working or studying alone in a public-access building at night.
YOUR PROPERTY:

• Use a"disk" style padlock (not the"master lock'' type) on all storage units. Checks the unit periodically to make sure
nothing has been disturbed.
• Don't lend your keys. Keys can be duplicated.
• Don't mark your key chain with your name,address or license number. Lost keys can lead to theft.
• Engrave or mark all valuable personal property with your name and phone number. Keep an inventory of items.
• Move valuable items out of easy sight of windows and doors.
• Lock your vehicle at all times.
•Copy all important papers and cards that you carry in your purse or wallet, including your driver's license. Keep the
copies in asafe place -the infonnation will be invaluable ifthey are stolen or lost.
•Copy your vehicle registration. If your vehicle is stolen, it cannot be entered into the nationwide law enforcement
network without this information.
• Don't stop for stranded motorists.You are ofgreater help to them by calling police.
• Keep valuables in the trunk of your vehicle, not on the seats.
• Park your car in well-lit areas.
• Remove all keys from your vehicle.Thieves look for keys. Walk with your keys in your hand.
- POUCE.UCF.EDU

•

407 •704-8911
6367 East Colonial Drive
5001 Sand Lake Rd
2150 W. Colonial Dr.

· 12024 Rova:!Wulff lane, Orlando, FL 32817 • 866-701-5361 • campusapartments.oom/alafaya

;, l·{?::;;r~~· ,.:rr::j FOR AFULL RECAP OF WEDNESDAY'S MEN'S BASKETBALL GAME vs. HOUSTON, GO TO WWWUCFNEWS.C~:/Vi.
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HOME AWAY
FROM HOME
Local freshman Clanton
adjusting to starting role

•

WILLIAM PERRY
Sports Editor

SHAQ SAYS LEBRON, OTHERS
SHOULD DUNK FOR HAITI
CLEVELAND- Shaquille O'Neal has
a plan to save the NBA's All-Star dunk
contest: Bring back the superstars and
do it for devastated Haiti.
Following Tuesday night's win over
Toronto, 0'Neal was asked if he would
like to see teammate LeBron James
participate in this year's event. That's
when he offered his idea. He would like
to see former dunk champion Vince
Carter, Kobe Bryant and others take
part along with James.
"As his manager, I will only allow
'Bron to do the dunk contest ifVince
Carter comes back out;' 0'Neal said. "If
Kobe comes back out and if another big
name comes back out. If we could get a
big prize and have half of the money go
to the people of Haiti and the other half
to the winner.
"The guys that are in it, no disrespect
to them, but there won't really be any
competition for LeBron. Iwant to see
Kobe. I want to see Vince and I will
allow my client to enter:'
Could he make it happen?
"I'm saying it now;'O'Neal said. "So
tweet it. Facebook it. E-mail it and
hopefully it gets out. Vince, we're
calling you out. Kobe, we're calling you
out. We're calling everybody out. If
those guys step up in the dunk contest,
then I will allow my client to step up'.'
James has decided to skip next
month's event in Dallas after originally
saying he would participate.

R

eady or not, Keith Clanton was going to be
thrust into the Knights' starting lineup and
was going to be counted on.
A freshman would normally be rattled by
such a significant role, but not Clanton.
He hasn't been fazed by any of it. In fact,
he's embraced it, because at the end of the day, he
said, it all comes down to just being a basketball player.
'M of us have been playing basketball for a long
time," Clanton said. "I'm just a freshman, but I don't
think the freshman stuff is anything to worry about."
It's a role he needed to take on with the loss of
seniors Jermaine Taylor and Kenrick Zondervan to
go along with the fact that UCF was already thin at
the forward position. Not to mention, he came in
with all the accolades.
Clanton was rated the 60th-best senior coming
out of high school by HoopScoop. In 2009, he was
the Florida Class 1A Player of the Year, was named to
the Florida Class 1A All-State First Team, and led
Orlando Christian Prep to a state title all while averaging 18.2 points, 12.5 rebounds, 3.7 assists and 3.9
blocked shots his senior year.
But with his successes came expectations at the
next level.
This year, Clanton was asked to av~rage a doubledouble, a mark he is short of to this point at 9.2 points
and 6.6 rebounds per game, but it's a goal he knows
he can obtain.
"There's a lot ofpressure when somebody expects
you to live up to high expectations and more than the
typical freshman would, so it can be difficult
sometimes," Clanton said.
But rather than lettin.g the pressure get to him. he
feels it's a good thing because it means his coaches
trust him.
Through all of it, Clanton has become an important piece of the team, so much so that teammate AJ.
Rompza thinks Clanton is overlooked as one of the
best freshman in the country and doesn't get the
recognition he deserves for all that he does.
"He means everything," said Rompza, UCF's starting point guard. "The things he's capable of doing,
not only on offense, but on defense. We need him to
score, we need him to be aggressive, but we also need
him to rebound and block shots."
Clanton has shown an ability to hit the outside
shot, something he has worked on getting more comfortable doing since teams tend to play off him when
he's behind the arc and is an aspect to his game that
has given opposing forwards fits when trying to
defend him.
Against Rice, Clanton knocked down both of his
PLEASE SEE

NOLAN ADDED TO MIAMI
DOLPHINS DEFENSIVE STAFF
MIAMI - Defensive coordinator
Nolan's stay on the NFL job market was
brief.
The Miami Dolphins hired Nolan on
Tuesday, less than 24 hours after the
announcement he was leaving the
Denver Broncos after one season.
Nolan replaces Paul Pasqualoni, fired
after the Miami defense backslid in his
second season. The Dolphins also
announced the hiring of former New
York Giants assistant coach Bill Sheridan
as inside linebackers coach.
Nolan spent four seasons as head
coach of the San Francisco 49ers, where
he went 18-37 before being fired
midway through the 2008 season. He
has made five stops as an NFL defensive
coordinator: Denver, Baltimore (200204), the New York Jets (2000),
Washington (1997-99) and the New
York Giants (1993-96).
Bill Parcells, the Dolphins' football
aar, had the same job with the Jets
when Nolan worked there.
Nolan became available after the
Dolphins' courtships of Al Groh and
Keith Butler failed to produce an
agreement. Groh became defensive
coordinator at Georgia Tech, and Butler
decided to remain with the Pittsburgh
Steelers as linebackers coach.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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The Knights
secured atopthree finish for
the fourth
time inas
many seasons.
They last won
the national
title in 2007.
ANDREA KEATING/
CENTRAL FLORIDA
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Squad nabs third place
for third straight year
CARLOS PINEDA
Staff Writer

Porn porns of more
than 100 different colors
adorned the Mille House
at Disney's Wide World of
Sports this past weekend
for the 2010 College
Cheerleading and Dance
Team National Championship.
The UCF cheerleading
team continued its success as one of the premiere cheer teams in the

nation, placing third in the
Division 1A Cheer Finals.
It is the fourth consecutive year that the Knights
have finished in the top
three, winning the national championship in 2007
and finishing in third
place in '08, '09, and '10,
respectively.
Head coach Linda
Gooch, in her 26th year
with the cheerleading
team, said it takes competitive greatness to perform
at the level the Knights

have become accustomed
to.
''You have to be able to
be at your best when it
matters most," Gooch said
with her voice completely
gone. "They worked for
months and months, thousands and thousands of
hours for 2 minutes and 30
seconds. You have 16 people and all 16 have to be
perfect."
In 2006, the team finPLEASE SEE KENTUCKY ON A12
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All

Softball

ts to host in-state rivals
CARLOS PINEDA
Staff Writer

RAMI ROTLEWIQ / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Oanton is in his first season with the Knights after averaging 18.2 points and
12.5 rebounds per game during his senior season at Orlando Christian Prep.

Family, friends
attend games
~

AlO

"Some people don't get
a chance to play in front of
three-point attempts en their family and friends and
route to a career-high 17 I get to do that," Clanton
points to go along with six said. "It's a real cool thing."
rebounds.
As Clanton continues
"His versatility is to develop as a player,
amazing," Rompza said. head coach Kirk Speraw
"Being a big man, it's hard- said the team will rely on
er for people to guard him him more to step up his
when he steps out."
game against top competiSo far, UCF has been tion.
the perfect fit.
But Clanton said he is
Clanton considers it a ready for it and while he
privilege to play at UCF. admits adjusting to the
His family and friends are intensity of the college
close by and can see him level has been a challenge,
play whenever the Knights it's a challenge he's taking
have a home game.
head on.
FROM

Entering its ninth season of play, it's an exciting
time for the UCF softball
program.
For starters, they get a
visit from last year's
National runner-up, the
Florida Gators, on March
31st at 6 p.m.
The Gators finished
2009 with a 63-5 record
before falling to the Washington Huskies two games
to none in the Women's
College World Series.
Florida makes the short
commute down Interstate-75 to the UCF Softball Complex for the first
time since the facility
opened in 2006.
The Knights and the
Gators had a three-year
contract where UCF
traveled to Gainesville to
battle the Southeastern
Conference power in
2003, 2004 and 2009.
Florida leads the alltime series 8-2. The
Knights had their most
memorable victory over
the Gators in 2008 when
they won 1-0 in the NCAA
Regional to set up an elimination game between
1. both programs.
UCF fulfilled the three
road games in the initial
agreement, so the series
now shifts to a home-andhome format. The highlyanticipated matchup is

CH ARCHIVE

As a sophomore at UCF, ftffany Lane was first on the team with seven triples

and walks (32) and second in batting avg. (.330) and slugging (.440).

sure to bring in a packed
crowd and a potential television audience.
"It is going to be nice to
have a home contest with
them," said head coach
Renee
Luers-Gillispie,
who enters her ninth season with UCF. ''Being able
to have some of these big
games at home is huge."
Luers-Gillispie said the
Knights will have a homefield advantage when they
face Florida.
Also making their way
down to Orlando this season is the Florida State
Seminoles out of the
Atlantic Coast Conference. The Seminoles will
be in town April 7th for a
5p.m. start.
Unlike Florida, Florida
State and UCF have
already established a

home-and-home series in
the past.
The last time Florida
State played at the UCF
Softball Complex was on
April 9, 2008 in a doubleheader that UCF won 2-0
and 4-1, respectively. The
Seminoles
lead
the
13-game series with a 9-4
record.
Florida State finished
last season with a 44-16
record before losing to
Oklahoma State where
they were eliminated in
regionals.
"The last time we had
Florida State here it was a
packed house," LuersGillispie said. ''.And that is
what I expect with Florida
and Florida State again
this year."
The two visits frotn the
Florida powerhouse teams

to the UCF campus can
only add to the growth the
softball program has experienced since it first took
the field in 2002 LuersGillispie said. It only took
four years for the Knights
to have their own facility
to call home.
The young program
continues to make strides.
Games against UF and
FSU allow for UCF to
market their facility and
for the team to become a
bigger, stronger program.
"For our players it is
home," Luers-Gillispie
said. "They play stronger
here because this is their
territory. They're used to it
and they practice on it
everyday.
"That's a huge advantage to be able to play on
your own field. To have
your own fans in the
stands is that much more
of a bonus and you've got
that support system that
you don't have when
you're on the road."
Luers-Gillispie said
that bringing in these
quality teams allows the
Central Florida area to
witness the top programs
in the state to play each
other.
"It is great for the youth
in the area as well as the
university," said LuersGillispie. 'We're going to
be able to show off our
facilities. We haven't had a
chance to do that yet."

The YMCA is pouring everything we've got into helping UCF
students live a healthier life : support, motivation, wellness
coaches and family programs. Stand up and start moving.
It's time to put yourself first.
Go to TryYtoday.com for a 2-day guest pass
and a virtual tour.

Members have access to all 27 Vs.
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Kentucky claims 17th national championship
FROM

AlO

ished fourth before its string
of top-3 finishes. The squad
last won the gold medal in
2007, UCF won the national
championship for the second time in program histo-

,RIOPlNAR
ou ,- r • r et u •
"Home of the UCF

Men's and Women's

Golf' re,um

1

ry. In 2003, they won their
first championship, breaking the University of Kentucky's eight-year winning
streak.
"Oh my god! It was just
the greatest feeling I have
ever felt in my entire life,"

$1000. 00 OFF
The regular a1111ual membership of
$3950 single or $4450 family

-Special Pdce~

Single $2950

fl)nner PGA Tom st-,~
for th~ Cilms Op,:n

Price includes unlimited golf and ,:.arts fiir" ~cw

Familv $3450
' Price includes unlimited golf and carts for o year

Lauren Whitt said of winning the championship in
2007. "It still gives me
goose bumps when I think
about it. We were just
freshman."
The Knights have finished in the top-1014 times
in the past 16 years.
Kentucky took first to
claim their unprecedented
17th national championship. Alabama finished
one point ahead of UCF
for second, with LSU and
Ohio State rounding out
the top five. Florida State
placed 15th and was the
only other Florida school
in the finals.
The Knights received a
bye into the final round of
competition because they
were ranked first in the
South Region.
"We're just really excited to represent our school
in the best way possible
that we know how," said
Keegan Hubbard. '~d
that's by putting on a really good performance."
Keegan said it is an allyear process to prepare for
nationals. It is a time when
the team tries to refine
their skills to the best of
their ability.
Whitt added that the
squad begins working on
the tape they send to the
Universal Cheerleaders
Association in September
and October. Following
the homecoming football
game, they focus on the
routine they performed
over the weekend at
nationals.
The team held their
routine rehearsal on Saturday afternoon at 1:38 p.m.
in front a large audience,
different from their usual
rehearsals and practices.
The Knights were one of
eight teams that automatically advanced to the
finals.

(

l
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Kentucky celebrates after placing first at this year's National Championship held at Disney's Wide World of Sports.

"Its
so
awesome
because at practice it's just
us," said Whitt. ''We don't
really have the crowd
behind us and yelling if
they're excited about our
stunts.
"We don'.t get that at
practice, so it's just an awesome feeling to get that
[here]. We have to concen-

ENTER YOUR TEAM TODAY!!

3RD ANNUAL IRON KNIGHT COMPETITION
JAN 23, 2010
- Presented by UCF Army ROTC -

*

*

*

4-person teams
Challenge a 4.5-mile adventure course around the UCF campus
Conquer 9 difference obstacles designed by U.S. Army Special Forces personnel

*

*

*

For information and team registration, visit www.ucfrotc.com or call the Iron Knight Team at 407·823•6517.

trate really hard on ·
blocking it out."
The
KnightMoves
dance team also participated and took the stage
Saturday night for the
final performance of the
Division IA Jazz SemiFinals at the Josten Center, across from the Milk
House. They did not
qualify for the 14-team
final on Sunday.
Aside from jazz,
KnightMoves was a finalist in the Division IA
Porn finals, a new event
this year. They placed in
eighth after performing
at 1:02 p.m. on Sunday.
Beginning at 5:45 p.m.,
the cheer finals took
place. The Knights along

with the 14 other finalists
took the stage.
Following each team's
routine, the awards presentation took place with
UCF coming in third
place and winning the
bronze medal.
"Unfortunately it wasn't the performance that
we wanted," Gooch said.
"Our areas of greatest
concern were the first
part of the routine and
we were perfectly clean.
And I know that the team
probably felt like it ha~ it
in the bag and we lost
focus towards the end
"They just did spectacularly in the entire
first two-thirds of the
routine."

f

UNIVERSITY
WALK-IN
MEDICAL
CENTER
"The Doctor Is Always In"

Urgent Care Medical Services
Provided By Board Certified Physicians.
No Appointment Necessary.
11550 University Blvd. • Orlando, FL 32817

407-282-2044
Hours: Monday-Friday 8am-8pm
Saturday-Sunday 9am-5pm
Open Most Holidays

"f

UniversityWalkin.com
Most Insurances Accepted

(Located less than 1 mile from UCF,
on University Blvd., between Rouse Road and Alafaya.)
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AUSTIN FOWLER
Columnist

Pom Pom's Teahouse to open new UCF location

RAYMA JENKINS/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Server Mikey McGrath has been working at Porn Pom's Teahouse and Sandwicheria for two years and said he enjoys the noncorporate atmosphere it offers.

KEVIN HERNANDEZ
Contributing Writer

P

aintings of pink lizards, flies, and
photographs capturing the light trails
of a busy street pepper the walls of
Porn Pom's Teahouse & Sandwicheria, a small cafe located on Bumby
Avenue.
Porn Pom's has been open for four
years and a second location near UCF, situated between Lazy Moon and Knight
Library in the UC7 Shopping Plaza, is set
to open within the next two weeks,
according to restaurant employees.
Porn Pom's plays an eclectic assortment of music, ranging from mellow indie
songs to Lady Gaga. The ambiance is set
with blended, delicate streaks of pink,
orange, yellow and red that cover the
walls and the sporadic hanging of Chinese
lanterns.
Soups, salads and 23 different sandRAYMA JENKINS/ CENTRAL FLORIOA FUTURE
wiches are offered at Porn Pom's, and Porn Pom's Teahouse & Sandwicheria has been offering unique sandwiches, daily homemade
each sandwich is as delicious as the next. soups and specialty teas to its customers for four years at the downtown location.
Fresh vegetables, meats and cheeses are

r,

used to craft each tantalizing handmade sandwich.
Darit Zweibel, a first-time customer, gave her Tuscan melt two
thumbs up. The Tuscan melt comes
with sun-dried tomatoes, goat cheese,
mozzarella, basil, black olives and red
onions.
Darren Kaplan, a freshman political
science major, ordered Mama Ling
Ling's Thanksgiving sandwich, which
comes with turkey, holiday chutney,
gouda, stuffing, cream cheese and a
side of gravy.
"My only complaint is that they
don't serve chips with the sandwiches," Kaplan said.
There are 19 house-blend teas and
seven specialty teas available for you
to quench your thirst and compliment
RAYMA JENKINS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
your
meal.
Porn Porn~ is opening a new location at the UO Shopping Plaza, in between Knight Library and lazy
The tea is fresh and is bagged for
Moon.The restaurant is set to open within the next two weeks, according to its employees.
you once ordered. Since you get to
keep the bag, there are free refills on
house-blend teas.
Porn Pom's holds an art show once a month,
where students bring in their artwork to be displayed on the walls. Some paintings and photoPLEASE SEE
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Pat
Robertson
adds Haiti
to his long
hate list
I read a really great
quote the other day. It
went something like this:
"I know this is painful
for the ladies to hear, but if
you get married, you have
accepted the headship of a
man, your husband. Christ
is the head of the household and the husband is
the head of the wife, and
that's the way it is, period."
I was like, man, Sean
Connery
knows
no
bounds.
First he tells Barbara
Walters it's OK to smack
women with an open
hand and now this. You go
James Bond!
Then I found out, it
wasn't Sean Connery. It
was Pat Robertson. That
made it the exact opposite
of cool.
He's like the Tiger
Woods of acting foolish.
OK, maybe Tiger Woods
is the Tiger Woods of acting foolish, but Pat
Robertson is in his own
world.
In case you missed it,
he had this to say about
the recent disaster that
struck Haiti:
"It may be a blessing in
disguise ... Something
happened a long time ago
in Haiti, and people might
not want to talk about it.
They were originally
under the heel of the
French.
You
know,
Napoleon the third, or
whatever. And they got
together and swore a pact
to the devil They said, 'we
will serve you if you will
get us free from the
French.' True story. And
so, the devil said, 'OK it's a
deal.' ... Ever since they
have been cursed by one
thing after the other."
Yes, he actually said
that. Yes, people actually
believe it. Yes, he's worth
millions of dollars. God
bless America, right?
This is the same guy
that when he ran for the
Republican Party ticket
for the presidency in 1988
he called for the elimination of the Department of
Education as well as a
nationwide
ban
of
pornography.
Way to crap all over the
two things I feel most passionate about.
The uneducated are
the reason you have an
audience. Of course you
call for the end of such a
department.
Don't even get me
started about his Nostradoinus-like
predictions.
According to this
clown, the world was supposed to end in 1982 and
PLEASE SEE
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Pat,Jerry
achieve
success
in idiocy
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Area promoters live the KnightLyfe
CAMILLE THOMAS
Staff Writer

A13

Washington and the
Pacific Northwest better
watch out because a devastating tsunami could hit
any day.
It's just sad that people
like Glenn Beck, Jerry Falwell, and Pat Robertson
are or were successful.
It's baffling that a complete lack of logic and
foresight can make you a
media mogul or a dean of
a college. At first, I was
super bitter. Now I've
decided to embrace it.
Fowler's bold predictions for the future:
1. If I ever meet Pat
Robertson, he will receive
a swift head-butt to his
large man-breasts.
2. Republicans and
Southern Baptists will
stop reading my column.
If even one of these
things comes true, ever, I
will:
A) be super happy, and
B) have successfully
predicted more of the
future than Pat Robertson
has in his near 80 years of
being an idiot.

-I

KEVIN WOLF / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Televangelist Pat Robertson is in the
news again for his Haiti comments.

Knight
Library.
Devaney's.
Scoop.
Antigua. Bliss. These are
the standard party spots
for UCF students.
But for promotion
companies that make it
possible to party, it's all
work and no play.
Promotion and event
entertainment companies
such as Knightlyfe.com
don't just book big name
acts overnight. They
don't adopt a following or
a reputation overnight
either, for that matter.
Techniques such as
themed nights help to set
apart "Glow-in-the-Dark"
Tuesday from a slow
night at nonparticipating
bars. These kinds of
events, two to three times
a week, are what got
KnightLyfe noticed as it
established and distanced
itself from its competitors, said owner and CEO
of Knightlyfe.com, who
goes by the moniker of
Mikey Stylez. ,
Charter buses are
sometimes brought to
dorms and apartments to
promote safety, most
importantly, Stylez said,
but also to save money for
club-goers. This alternative saves money on gas
and parking fees, especially if it's a club-hopping kind of night.
In addition to utilizing
social networking sites
such as Facebook and
MySpace, Knightlyfe.com
also has social networking on its own Web site.
The Web site has interactive features such as
EMRE KELLY/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
video, photography from Mikey Stylez,owner and CEO of Knightlyfe, stands in front of deko Bar and Hookah Lounge. Knightlyfe promoted the
events, all its services list- bar's grand opening on the weekend of Jan.14 with a $10,000 eventthatfeatured DJ Robbie Rivera.
ed and a calendar of
events to keep up with.
them catch up with events," Stylez said. ''.A lot not as successful."
KnightLyfe makes it so missed connections.
of people have tried to
Stylez made reference
people can see what is
"KnightLyfe is innova- copy our ideas, which is to companies that went
happening at bars and tive and unique in the natural when you hear a out of business a few
might also be able to help way
of
promoting good idea, but they are years ago. Since its found-

ing in 2007, Stylez has
been adamant about
keeping a level perspective when it comes to how
business should be run.
"We had to lay down
$10,000 before the doors
opened," said Stylez
about KnightLyfe's event
at deko Bar and Hookah
Lounge Sunday. The
event featured Robbie
Rivera, a house DJ who
has produced mixes for
Madonna, Santana and
Pink, as well as having
tracks featured in events
such as the Victoria's
Secret Wmter Show.
"But every party is different,"
Stylez said.
"Sometimes we have
spent $7,500 and walked
away with $10,000 in
profit. As long as you
break even, it's an investment and the event isn't a
loss."
KnightLyfe has been
able to book Lady Gaga
for a poolside party this
past New Year's Eve in
Miami. LMFAO has also
been booked by KnightLyfe.
They have also worked
with Committee Entertainment of Tallahassee,
which promotes DayGlow tours. Stylez credits
networking and developing the right marketing
skills for being able to
work with these entertainers.
Stylez is not a UCF
alumnus, but KnightLyfe
employs UCF students
openly and invitingly, he
said.
"Though we are not
affiliated with UCF, as far
as being able to credit
internships, when students work for us they get
a lot out of it," he said.
"It's better to go out into
the field and learn what
you can't from a textbook.
KnightLyfe is more than
willing to help out and
offer pay."
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. MOVIE TIMES

Spidey reboot gives chance to forget third film
Courtesy Warner Bros. Pictures

EXTRAORDINARY MEASURES(PG)

Just as his career is taking off, John
Crowley (Brendan Fraser), walks away
, from it all when his two youngest
children, Megan and Patrick, are
diagnosed with a fatal disease.
Crowley teams up with a brilliant, but
unappreciated and unconventional
scientist, Dr. Robert Stonehill
(Harrison Ford). Together they form a
bio-tech company focused on
developing a life-saving drug.

In case you haven't
heard the latest on our
favorite web-slinging
photographer, SpiderMan is getting a reboot.
This "fresh start"
means that director Sam
Raimi and stars Toby
Maguire and Kirsten
Dunst have been kicked
to curb.
The news has brought
mixed emotions to some

shape, despite the disaster they called SpiderMan 3.
After how bad SpiderMan 3 was, I am in support of a reboot. SpiderMan 3 had so much
potential with the introduction of Venom, which
was something a lot of
fans were looking forward to, and Raimi
messed it up on a royal
level.
I think movie companies are using the reboot
a little too often, lately.
Spider-Man will now be
joining Batman and Hulk
on the list of superheroes
to get a full reboot in the
past f~w years. Superman
had a semi-reboot
with Superman
Returns, as the film
did not redo the origins of Superman
but treat Superman 3
and 4 as if they never
happened.
I will give credit
where credit is due:
Sam Raimi, you will be
missed. What made
Raimi and the SpiderMan series such a good
match was that Raimi
knew the right times to
make Spider-Man's life
worsen.
In The Evil Dead
movies, the main character Ash would be beaten
to a pulp by the ghosts
and get his face constantly pushed in the mud;
Raimi would be the one
to push Ash's face back

MATT REINSTETLE
Columnist

fans who feel that the
series was still in good

Directed by: Tom Vaughan
Starring: Harrison Ford, Brendan Fraser,

Keri Russell, Courtney B.Vance

(R) 12:40 2:004:105:107:108:159:4010:45
12:15am

To Save aLife
(PG-13) 1:204:207:2010:10

TheTooth Fairy
(PG) 12:451:30 3:404:45 7:00 7:459:3510:15

12:05am

The Book of Bi
(R) 12:551:40 3:45 4:40 7:158:0010:1510:50

RAYMA JENKINS/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The l.oYely Bones
(PG-13) 12:301:15 3:35 4:15 7:00 7:35 10:05

10:45

Co-workers Sandra Ortiz and Joanne Gulliksen spent their lunch break
sharing two sandwiches, the Cobb and Mama Ling Ling's Thanksgiving.

The Spy Next Door
(PG) 12:351:45 2:50 4:25 5:05 6:459:2011:40

Daybreakers
(R) 7:50 10:20 12:45am

Leap Year
(PG) 1:10 4:00 7:3010:0012:30am

Youth in Revolt
(R) 8:0510:35

It's Complicated
(R) 1:35 5:007:5010:40

Locale to open up
shop near UCF

Sherlock Holmes
FROM

(PG-13) 1:25 4:307:3010:30

Alvin and the Chipm111ks:
The Squeakquel
(PG) 1:50 4:25 7:059:3011:55

Avatar
(PG-13) 1:004:358:1011:45

Avatar in Digmil 30
(PG-13) 12:304:057:4011:15

The Prillce5.$and the Frog
(GJ 1:504:55

Up in the Air
(R) 1:55 4:50 7:5510:25

The Blind Side
(PG-13) 1:104:00 6:55 9:50

The Twilight Saga: New Moon
(PG-13) 12:50 3:50 6:50 9:45

- Listings for Friday, Jan. 22
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graphs are available for
purchase.
"I like the art," said
Zweibel, who is a freshman elementary education major. "It's my
favorite part about this
place. I don't really understand it, but I appreciate
it. I really like that the art
is from students."
Born and raised in
Thailand, Porn Moon-

gauklang named her
small cafe after herself:
PomPom's.
Porn Pom's is located
at 67 N. Bumby Ave.,
between East Washington Street and Kilgore
Street.
Hours of operation
are Monday through
Wednesday ll a.m. to 10
p.m., Thursday ll a.m. to
5 a.m., 24 hours on Friday
and Saturday, and open
until 6 p.m. on Sunday.

into the mud as soon as it
lifted up.
And that's one of the
most important parts of
Spider-Man: he is a super
hero with problems and
that his life isn't that
great.
Now, let's talk about
Toby Maguire. What's
the best way to sum up
Maguire's performance as
the titular character?
Great Peter Parker,
mediocre Spider-Man.
He always had the Peter
Parker nerd look down,
but Maguire's voice never
had the inspiring hero
sound to it - he almost
always

sounded whiny.
I hope they go with an
unknown actor to play
Spider-Man and maybe
they might get someone
who actually looks like he
is in high school/college
this time, instead of a 26year-old who is pretending like he just got out of
puberty.
Columbia Studios was
originally going release
Spider-Man 4 in the summer of 20ll but don't
expect to see the reboot
until 2012 at the earliest.
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OUR STANCE

OH, I

Peterson,
followed thro
T

he current Student
Government Association president and
vice president made several
promises while running their
campaign
It's impressive to see Brian
Peterson and Andrick Lewis
put so many projects into production now that they are
elected officials.
We were anxious to compare their platform promises
with their current list of
achievements. The PetersonLewis team was very open
and approachable about discussing our interests.
We think it is worth mentioning because many UCF
officials can be distant and
preoccupied regarding interviews.
Besides their schedules,
the team has delivered on
almost every campaign obligation. The most influential
change you have the team to
thank for is the addition of
the print lab. UCF has been
waiting years for this to happen. With UCF's population
increasing at a rapid pace the
print lab in the Student
Union could not handle the

additional needs of students.
This additional lab will clear
up the congestion.
Other objectives on the
team's agenda also aimed at
making UCF students feel
personally affected by SGA'.s
work. They aimed at focusing more attention on the
students at the Rosen campus and graduate students.
They were successful at
adding Scantrons and condoms to the Rosen campus.
These might appear to seem
frivolous projects but they
are benefits students at the
regional campus enjoy that
are now equally experienced
by all UCF students.
They also added a fulltime paid position to the
SGA staff that will work on
reaching out to the students
at the other campuses
including the Daytona, Brevard and South Lake areas. It
is refreshing to see that the
current SGA leaders are not
failing to include all students
on their priority list.
Also on SGA'.s list of
important people who
received more attention than
previous administrations,

•

As a lifelong fan of Michael Jordan I was
appalled to see the way students, fans, etc.
acted with regards to Mr. Jordan's privacy. Not
only did he allow his son to attend school
here, but he also became a UCF fan himself.

THE PROFESSOR REALLY HAt> NEW BOOKS
PR!NTEt> 8ECAUSE' THE OLD Et>ITION

NO, THE NEW 800K IS REI>.
YOU COLOR BLINt:>7

were graduate students. The
team orchestrated events
that allowed graduate students to get to know one
another outside of class.
These students deserve to
be included in campus activities. We hope the next SGA
leaders mirror the current
team and continue to include
these students.
Not every campaign
change that was promised
was put into production
though. Some things, such as
saving Bright Futures, could
not happen regardless of
how hard the team worked
We think this should be a
lesson to future SGA officers
- do not make promises you
will never be able to keep.
It is hard to anticipate
what you will and will not
have control over. Future
officers should do research
prior to campaigning to
avoid this issue.
Despite the things out of
their control Peterson and
Lewis provided an unprecedented level of commitment
from an SGA team. We are
anxious to see what else they
will accomplish this year.

There is a difference between being a fan and
a sports enthusiast and latter entails respect
and professionalism.
I can only hope that after leaving midway
through the second half and not returning, he
forgives the lapse in judgment and continues
to support his son and our school
Thank you.
- BRIAN CURRIER

cem and love are constantly met with
doubts about their truth and honesty. In
other words, Random Girl, give people a
chance until they prove you wrong! Give
the
BS meter a rest, you may find a quality
It's true that many of us are not doing
anything to help. As for myself, I donated to person, who is perfectly suited for you!
the Red Cross today, and am going to the
- STEVE COlANDRO
Florida's Blood Center clinic on campus
tomorrow to donate blood They have a
program until January 25th where they will
donate $1 to Haiti relief for every person
that donates blood In addition, they are
donating blood to Haiti. What one person
Skladany has been a pretty good defendoes may not be much, but together we
sive coordinator for us in the past. The fact
help a great deal I strongly encourage any- that he was lllth in the nation last year is
one reading this to get involved in any way cause for concern though.
possible to help the relief effort.

Helping Haiti requires more
than status update

Skladany back with football
team, replaces Collins

-YOUR NAME

- MATT

I am Random Girl: My Life as Club matches students, .
friends with disabilities

I want to know more about "Best BudVery entertaining. Although, on the seridies." It would be great to have this proous side Mr. Colandro has some very valid
gram in my hometown. How can it be startpoints. In support of that thought: "1\venty
ed where I live?
years from now you will be more disap- PAUlA S. PERRY
pointed by the things you didn't do than by
the ones you did So, throw off your bowlines, sail away from the safe harbor. Catch
the trade winds in your sails. Explore,
Dream." - Mark 1\vain.(I hope I have
quoted that correctly)

McGwire deserves to be first
of 'steroid era' in Hall

- ANTHONY CANZONERI

•

•

Just because it's easy, does not mean it's
not real or insincere. Random Girl has
been through a lot, but putting every person, who shows genuine interest for you,
through an extreme filter will only push
them away. Accepting people for who they
seem to be is a much better way of
approaching relationships. Because the
alternative, may be emotionally safer, but
extremely lonely. People should not have
to defend their sincerity, unless there has
been some kind of betrayal Most people
will become hurt and ultimately resentful,
if their genuine gestures of affection, con-

l
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WHAT YOU ARE SAYING

a Superhero

)

MISSPELLEb HIS NAME ON THE COVER.

The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length; Submit them on line
at www.CentralFloridaFuture.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.
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YEAH, THE PROFESSOR SAIC> tT
WAS AU. NEW ANt) UPl)ATEC>?
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READER VIEWS

MichaelJordan deserves
privacy during games

see YOU GOT THE NEW EDITION THERE.

I'm surprised you guys haven't written
anything about the Big 10 expansion and
what might happen to the Big East in this
process.

(9 /
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CIA has no right
recruiting at UCF
Pinochet's victims of politiThe Central Intelligence Agency does no one
cal imprisonment and tora favor in coming to UCF
ture.
to recruit unassuming stuPinochet was still being
dents who may have no
charged with hundreds of
idea ofthe CIA'.s past and
accounts of crimes against
recent history.
humanity at the time of his
The CIA has maindeath in 2006.
UCF needs to offer
tained a long history of
human rights abuses from
more career options for
regime changes in Iran in
MIGUEL RODRIGUEZ students other than milithe 1950s and Chile in the
tary, spy agencies, and the
Guest columnist
1970s to the drastic decistandard medium wage
sion to invade Iraq in 2003
businesses that recruit year
on the false premises of declaring
after year.
Young adults who might be interthat that country had weapons of
mass destruction aimed at the U.S.
ested in the challenge and/or advenLet's also not forget the following
ture that the military might offer may
practice of rendition that has separat- be just as interested in working in
ed many innocent Muslims from
the merchant marine, which is a
their families. These accused but not tough civilian job that can also pay in
proven terrorists have been abducted excess of more than $70,000 a year.
There are also jobs in pleasure
from their countries - be it the U.S.,
cruise ships, or overseas ventures in
~ y , etc. - and taken to
nations that tum a blind eye to inter- the Peace Corps or non-governmenrogations by torture.
tal organizations.
The CIA overthrew the demoBottom line, let's stop the mentalicratically elected government of
ty that believes that everything can
Mohammad Mosaddeq in Iran in
be solved or gained by brute force or
1953. The Mohammad Reza Pahlavi's
subversion. There are other options.
President Barack Obama would
brutal regime was put in place and
he ruled the nation until he himself
do well to take lessons from Mikhail
was overthrown by the student proGorbachev (the last leader of the
Soviet Union) as he sends more U.S.
testers and ayatollahs in the 1979
troops into Afghanistan. Gorbachev
Iranian Revolution.
To this day, the CIA'.s 1953 plan in
finally ended Russia's involvement in
Afghanistan by doing the unpopular
attempting to install a U.S. friendly
ally in the Persian nation has resulted and unglamorous: he pulled his
in hardliners continuing to assert
troops out.
their authority and repression
He did not retain power after the
Soviets ended the occupation, but he
against any attempts of pro-demodid avoid Russia's complete economcratic movements in Iran.
In 1973 the democratically elected ic and moral collapse by withdrawing the Soviet troops. There is no
government of Chilean President
Salvador Allende was overthrown by more Soviet empire but there is a
a U.S. backed coup.
Russian federation.
Likewise, I appeal to President
The American-supported ruler,
Augusto Pinochet, took over until
Obama to end an American empire
and restore the American republic,
1990. Pinochet left a trail of torture
and stop the human rights abuses
and murder during his dictatorship
- just ask the last president of Chile, created by false military ventures
and CIA blunders.
Michelle Bachelet. She was one of
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'Thoughts on Michael
Jordan leaving early?'
MAMYORTIZ

PAULGHANEM

CHRISTOPHER ALVAREZ

Marketing, Sophomore

Micro & mol. biology, Sophomore

Anthropology

"I was at the game and Idon't
think he was mad. We were
chanting his name and he
stood up and waved."

"He is great. He revolutionized
the game. If he had to leave
the game, then it must have
been important."

"[He] shows his human side. I
have seen people leave at halftime before. He has a lot of experience at the game and called it
halfway in."

- YOUR NAME

Class Crasher
Very interesting concept.
-CHRIS

This is a great idea, especially because
some of the classes i need to take to graduate were filled up.
- JOHNS.

KUMAR JADOO

STEVEN GILLIS

JOSE SOTO

Advertising

Interdisciplinary Studies, Senior

Political Science, Junio'r

"He probably has something to
do. Michael Jordan is a busy guy."

"An embarrassment for UCF."

"I don't really care-."
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Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: ll825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online, phone, fax,
in person:
10 am. Fri. for Mon. issue
4 p.m. Wed. for Thurs. issue

VISA, MC, AMEX,

Discover, Cash, Check

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

CLASSIFICATIONS

RATES
Rate

Rate
100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300

Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Part-Time
Help Wanted: Full-Tme
Business Opportunities
ForRentHomes
For Rent Apartments

C
C
C

B
B

B

Roonvnates
sublease

A
A

For Sale: Homes

B

325
350
375
400
500
600
700
800
900

B

For Sale: Automotive
For Sale: General
For Sale: Pets

A
A

Services

B

Announcements
Traver

A

First issue:
Each addl issue:

Miscellaneous
Wanted

niffl HELP WANTED:

7

l~ General

8m Exira M:lre;
S1L.dents neededf>SNJ. 8m ~
'o $150 per day berg a Mystay
5hwer. r'b Elq:aien:e
REqied. Cal 1~722-4791

Retai Elq:aien:e reqied, dcnB
e.xpEJieo:;e a j:ils. 3 af1Em:x:ns
a'"d Sab.Jdays. e-mai rea.me'o
din:eui:µ!@beloouth.net or cal
(407)366458.5

LCFNea TOWNHOMES Tie
1'rs, ergs fals,al ~ resv
i:ak,2b2.!3J,1 yea-~
$800tro 1ist rroHa: dep. 321536-5430 jcmalavi@gnail.cxrn
2-Q TOIM"l"llUSE! for rent Walkrg
cista"re 'o UCF, Reooy for rert roN.

BARlB-JDERS WANTED.
~ a day polertia.r'tl

Rert$700m:l W/0 rd. Cal 407-948-

Elq:aien:e ~ Tran--g
Provded. />g;, 18 + OK !ro-965-

6600 fa- mc,,e i1 speca. 6 rrm. ~ .

6620 x 107.

' ~ GOOD IS GONNA
HAPPEN'' Clu'Company(wtich
holds a 3A1 raingfrom DlJf'l',I &
BRADSTREET) Is er+,ying a
MAJOR EXPANSION Imo
central & south florida. For

BUSINESS OVEINEWT#646222-0196 For Post ConsultltknCal T# ~

RV deivay crivers needed.
Det.e- RVs, l:xJa1s a'"dln.dlsfor
PAY! Det.e-1o al 48 s1a1es a'"d
Cma:la Fa- delails klg on 'o www.RVdeiva}jctls.cxrn

200
Amazing 4'3.5 lakefront home
with pcdjacuzzi. Off 417 S1d
Red Bug. $1900tno. Call Lee:

321.696.3482
Beaiiftj 1D'Mtmle for rent! 3

bed'2.5 OOlh i1 Wrtf!I Sµirgs'
&may Resenle. $1,300.
Cona:::t Karl: 407-766,3829

Pool rouse 41212. $1295.tro + LIii
In ga.nd fXXll & spa Patialy
~
561-798-7966 or 724{;18-6564

Towrllouse for Rent!
UCF crea 325 wlreN
~ JXxdl,OONlycapeted

im pailtEd. Wilh washer.ttyer.
Oiy $1200! Cal 407-473--8985
TOIM"l"llUSE! Fa- Rent 2 B'.j,2_5 Ba txJth
mas1as, a1 ~ rd.Lied. 1/2.
ni. Iran UCF, W/0. AvaJ Now.
$750tno. Cal 407-3106583
Lage 1/1 ooni:l for~ i1

Wn1Er Sµirgs. R e e ~
rdv. Lrit w/lage yrd. Errl:lse:f
fan. rm im bckaje~.
WJ. Off S1ate rd. 434. Mil. Iran
LCF a'"d 17-92. $389,tro. Gal
407-682-5416 or 407-466-2552

P1a:e ~ oo in rmutesl
www.~.<Xll"T\tiassifi

$00:).00 mdes ITTi a'"d a1 b1s.
r'b extra duges ~ 3
dher 9-¥, ive there roN ~
i1 cgEl frcrn 21-24. I'm just klokrg
'o 11 an a-rw room la- at least
severa1 rroolhs. The rouse is rg1
onAlafaya arrl it's a 4 n-tue rile
'o carpus.Emal me at
S<a'f.l9@1arpalay.rr:cxrn or dal
407-616-1628 ff }':)U lre
i"llEres!rl. MynaneisStewn.

Room avail for clean, quiet S1d
resp. senior or s,adllllle student
In lmmacuaY-1 home near UCF.
Mm1y upgrades incl. lawn S1d
jacuzzi awe. $400',no. + 1/J uliL
Ava asap. est 407-709-6098.
Fariy renti"g ~ bt a'"d
k:it area i1 furished tJv.m:rne.
$«XJ wilh t i ~ nemet
Neil" LCF ciana@cint:>ntcxrn

MF wanted. 1 room available in
flmished Y-1 home on lakl!.
Walled Comm, 6 mlns 1D UCF.
$500mo Incl. utlL Non&noker,
sec sys, pool & 11emls.
Available Immediately. Email
keamk@eml.uqmall.com or
Call 239-707-4448

Rocm for Rent i1 fuTished 4 bd
hJme. 1 nie 1o LCF off Uiv.
lnlemet, cale, uti. ird.
$500trai. Cal m-359-m7
Rocm for rert i1 312-1,2
VM1rOUSe la- $575 al ni.Jsiw.
LDca!ed i1 the Vias at Walerord
Lakes. 5 rrrules 1o UCF, Lookrg
forfernae room-nate. CalAmy ct
407-ml--9568.

Rocm in newer3600&:lft rouse i1
Avalon i:ak, a1 i1cl..ded $515 r'b
D!crna, Cleal, frierdy 561 866

Located Near Campus
407-679-2700
www.studentwork.com

1001

Roomrates t> s11a-e rouse neaUCF. 2 roons avaia:le. $400tro
rdJs atJlekilEmet Wa!Erlelec
sha-ed. ~@cft.rr.cxrn

SUMMER IN MAINE
Males and females.
Meet new friends! Travel!

Teach your favorite activity
•Tennis
,Canoe
,Waterski
•Gymnastics
•Silver Jewelry
•English Riding
,Copper Enameling
•Basketball
·Field Hockey
•Softball
,Newsletter
•Lacrosse
·Theater Costumer

,Swim
·Sail
•Kayak
•Archery
•Rocks
•Ropes
•Art
•Pottery
•Office
•Photo
•Soccer
•Dance

~ a roxi Pooia'.:
l3ornMe SSei Edocn 4 door
sedan wilh 89,0'.XJ fll1es for
$5,999 or best dler. The car is
i1 perfect~. Not a sitje
rnec:twica1 µollem. I have a1
the~'MllkforfMry
rnanai1erre check n:urg oi
dlarges.Ga"ispcmer

eo.eytttg aea,ns1oryam

Ttlle. Ttis car viii last }':JU
.mltier 100,0'.XJ mies ff
mai1tai1ed as wel as Icii
~ cal Josi 561-72Hi612
Proe is neg::,tioniije, h:JoMlva;
serous irQ..iies orly."

June to August. Residential
Enjoy our website. Apply on line

1/1 STUDIOAPf. $575
INCLUDES PRNA1E GARAGE!
fXXll, terns, gym,~ tral
Oiy $575 or $550furished

TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls:
1-800-997-4347
www.tripplakecamp.com

Need aspor1bl<e? I 9)125ofem'
arl ea:h is the lc:Mest ~
ao..rd. rri"1Jles Iran UCF. 561
866-1001. 2XJ7's 000 from $3,995.

HURRYWOl'IIT LAST
407.963.3330

AbsoUEly wonderlu ~ b" rent!
Cbse 'o UCF, W/0 & dshwasher.

$9ntro. Cal 407-473-4377
119 Wes 5th St Ou.da

Summer Jobs
32400• Co-Ed Camp • Bght Weeks

Cdore PciflE L.uxuyJlps
1 & 2 Bectooms Ree W/0, fXXll,

Room and Board h:ll.lled Get Paid to
yl The Rorlda Bks Youth camp (FEYC)
needs male and female Swnmer camp
COlll881ors ages 18 and up. FEYC Is an
overnillht camp located on or
llghway 450 In Umatlla, R.
1h11 camp l'IDII fl'om JIIIB 14111-August 7th

Please contact Krys Ragland at
808-528-1873 ext 251 or
852-455-4287.

DISH Network

$19. 99/mo

100+ Channels,
FREE 4-Room Install, FREE HD-DVR
Plus $600 Sign-up BONUS!
~o~

ca.\\ 1-8 77-4 73-503 3

For Real
Pain Therapy...

Thera-Gesic®Pain Cream
It Really Works ... Compare and SAVE.

.

2
4

-·

suidoiku

7
1
8

1

2

8

©> Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so

that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.

1

J' 9

7

3

5

8
I6

$J.9
$}3

4
3

61

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/
Thursday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

4

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Colorado resort
town
6Roman
commoner
1O Who blows thar?
13 "April Love"
singer
14 Talks deliriously
16 Wrtch's specialty
17 One that creates
a current in the
current
19 "You _ here•
20 Floor model
21 _ alcohol: fuse!
oil component
22 Shakespearean
feet
24 Ceremonial act
26 Kissers
28 DNA researcher
35 Horror filmmaker
Roth
36 James Brown's
genre
37 Allow
38 A flat one may

By Gareth Bain

evoke a wince
40Titfor _
42 Starting line
advantage
43 Puccini works
46Wilson's
predecessor
49 Actress Ullmann
50 Frtness staple
53 "The fool _ think
he is wise ...": 11As
You Like It"
54 Silver
encouragement?
55 Duke _ : video
game hero
SB Ireland,
poetically
60 Ale feature
64 Ace's value, at
times
65 Wami things up,
and what 17-,
28-and SOAcross literally
do
68 Beverage suffix
69 Barracks VIP
70 Rubber duckloving Muppet
71 Short flight
72Tints
73 They must be
met

DOWN
1 Between the
sheets
2 Exclusive
3 Housman work
4"Morel"
5Bottom line
6 Butchers best
7Likesome
Mgligees
8 "Brideshead
Revisrted" •
novelist Waugh
9 Buzzer
10 Ersalz
11 Basil or chervil
12 They may not be
speaking
15 Add sneakily
18 Sine or cosine
23 See 25-Down
25 Wrth 23-Down,
"Duck soupl"
27 Census datum
28 Italian port
29 Sneak off to the
altar
30 Compound in
some explosives
31 Enrapture
32 Where Christ
stopped, in a
Levitrtle
33 Hudson Rivers
Island

sra

I
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Last issue solved
34"Still Me"
autobiographer
39Weardown
41 Unpopular
legislative
decisions
44 WWII enders
45 ,:-ake a load off
~
ist's ruse

~R~f

51 Heartening
52 Stick together
55 Ararat lander

56 Edrt menu
command
57 Don1 let go
59 Fashion
61 Mozart's"
kleine
Nachtmusik"
62 Alkali
neutralizer
63 They're barely
passing
66 "Far outl"
67 Barnyard bird

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

350
1--lge Sale! St Slephen Catroic
Oud1 M"lJal Rea l'v1a1(et!
Weloome a1 bergai1 h.nas 1o
the bgJe5l a'"d best lt\OOOR
Rea Maket!AnlQ.Jes, atv.oo<,
~ - cltirg, eloomrt:s,
books, bal::1,i
ilys. fllrillle
a'"d rmre! Jan 29{3() 7a'll-5Jrn,
Jan 3110:m-1~ 575Tuskawila
Rd, Wna- Sprirgs.
PH 407-ooe-6683

PETS AND PEOPLE BY M&P
0..6mizaJ!e~+~
0.*1 & design you-ccge you-way
www.~.cxrn

ens.

NEW mattress, i1 plasoc:, t.rder
wmanty. Twi1sels-$99FlJ$110
Q.ieen $125 ~ $199.Cal 4079364105 cm Del

&perlm<yardwilhpatio.

-SUMMER JOB

2

I

Rate(

$}3
$9

I

-a 1 5T

il

RateB

$9
$6

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday

B
B
B
B

Worship

Rate A

ATTEND COll.EGE ONLINE from
Home. "Ma:kal, *Business,
"Pcralegal, *Paxuiirg, *Qimal
..usooe...ti>pocernent
assistrce. Con-p..u~.
mn:ial.A.Difcµjfioo.
Cal (888)200-3179,
www.CenUaOr*1e.cxrn.

UCFiNE ORLANDO
fitness ren1a; patios.
2300 Ewn Ci: 407--679-0031

DaMmwn 111 01e rm lake eda
Hismc Dis1rtt $595m). $2)()
sa:. Ha"OM'.Xldfts. wmird. 1
peroon ps Cal 407-35.1-2613
W1MB1..EDON PARK GAlcD
2BED2 BATl-t CONJ!

1AM GORGEOUS!
WASHERORYER;BASIC
CABLE; WATER; GREAT
SECURITY; TOTAU.Y
RENOVAlEDI CLOSETO
EVERYTl-tNGI $800 PER
MONTH PI..US$500 DEPT.
CAU. DENSE HUTOfNSON,
REALTORAT386-4533W3
FOR SHOWING!

3 Rooms of Furib.re $1499,
rd.des Sofa, lcNeseat, 2 erd
ta:e, 1 rodllai tt:le, 2 lcrrps.
Dresser, Wm; l\lg1sllm,
HeEdxxld, fut size matlres&txJx
fr!me, tt:le, 4 d'ars.
Twin size rMlressA:x)xfrcrn $39
ea:hpeoo
l.arps.........$49
Barsblls. ....$29
0.n< Beds. ....$169
Chest........$79

Cash, E-Z Terms, rrost rncpaa11: c a r d s ~
Desig1 Furib.re l...i:µ:jaas
6525 E Cdore Dr. Qfam R
~ Mn-Fri 10-7 Sat 1~
Sul 12-6 407-704-5695
Ma!ress set QUEEN $165 or
FULL $145 New, sti1 i1 plasoc:,
WEmrty. Can ooiver:
Cal 407-484-1182

OONA1E YOUR VEHICLIE
RECEIVE $10'.XJ GROCERY
COUPON t.,t.JfTED BREAST

CANCER FOUNDATION Free
Man rl l'.l!)al I IS, Breast Ga1cer ri:)
www.u:x:l.iio FREETcmrg, Tax

Ded.di:lle, ilb1--Rl.rras
~ (888)468-5964.

FOR SALE TOA GOOD HOflE
Female Bluegold Macaw

Includes:
W4fY' 030" H45" 1Dlal H65.5"
play slmd, toys
plus misc. !ans. REDUCED
PRICE $1,000.00, 080. For
more delalls, serious Inquires
only please; call J.J. at IK11619-7769

CaL'C.:

B<\HAMAS SPRII\G BREAK
~5-0ay~

Iran $189.AI ~ i"d.rll
~ cnise a'"d t-da.

www.8ahan1a&n.cxrn
~-0018
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To Oviedo

Black & Gold Express Service
Shuttle operates 9:00 AM to
5:00 PM from Lot ES to the
Burnett Honors College with
no intermediate stops along
the way.
Additionally, our regular
Black & Gold on-campus
Shuttle operates 9:00AM to
7:00PM with designated 12
on-campus stops.

Parking may be a challenge during the beginning of each semester. Park at our off-site parking lots conveniently located at
Research Park. Complimentary shuttles continuously transport passengers every 15 minutes from the Orlando Tech Center
to our on-campus Health Center (Lot C3). Service is also available on Game Days.
.

&
To Oviedo

To
Toll Rd 417
and Orlando

•

•

•
•

Lake Lee

